Cookie Declaration
This website uses cookies.
Cookies are small text files that can be used by websites to make a user's experience more efficient.
The law states that we can store cookies on your device if they are strictly necessary for the operation of
this site. For all other types of cookies we need your permission.
This site uses different types of cookies. Some cookies are placed by third party services that appear on
our pages.

Necessary (6)
Necessary cookies help make a website usable by enabling basic functions like page navigation and
access to secure areas of the website. The website cannot function properly without these cookies.

Name

Provider Purpose

__cf_bm [x2] Mindbody This cookie is used to distinguish between humans and
bots. This is beneficial for the website, in order to make
valid reports on the use of their website.

Expiry Type
1 day
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__cfruid

Mindbody This cookie is a part of the services provided by Cloud flare Session HTTP
Cookie
- Including load-balancing, deliverance of website content
and serving DNS connection for website operators.

CONSENT

YouTube

Used to detect if the visitor has accepted the marketing
6004
category in the cookie banner. This cookie is necessary for days
GDPR-compliance of the website.
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CookieConsent Cookiebot Stores the user's cookie consent state for the current
domain

1 year

rc::c

Session HTML
Local
Storage

Google

Used in context with video-advertisement. The cookie
limits the number of times a visitor is shown the same
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Name

Provider Purpose

Expiry Type

advertisement-content. The cookie is also used to ensure
relevance of the video-advertisement to the specific visitor.

Statistics (3)
Statistic cookies help website owners to understand how visitors interact with websites by collecting
and reporting information anonymously.

Name Provider Purpose

Expiry Type

_ga

Google

Registers a unique ID that is used to generate statistical data on 2 years HTTP
how the visitor uses the website.
Cookie

_gat

Google

Used by Google Analytics to throttle request rate

1 day
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_gid

Google

Registers a unique ID that is used to generate statistical data on 1 day
how the visitor uses the website.
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